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INTRODUCTION 

The Tejo (58ø48'N 08ø57'W) is the largest 
estuary on the Portuguese coast, and is the 
most important site for wintering waders in the 
country. From 1976 to 1982, regular counts were 
made in January at most of our estuarine areas. 
The counts were at first organised by the 
International Waterfowl Research Bureau (IWRB) 

in co-operation with Centro de estudos de 
migracoes e proteccao de Aves (CEMPA), but from 
1979 onwards CEMPA took sole charge of the 
project.The full results of these winter- counts 
have been published elsewhere (Rufino 1980; 
CEMPA 1980, 1981, 1982). 

In 1981/82 we made counts at about 2-week 

intervals from the end of July to January over 
part of the Tejo estuary (see Figure 1). This 
was in addition to the usual count in January 
1982. In this note we give the counts made in 
autumn 1981. For comparison we give also the 
average winter (January) numbers from the 
1976-82 counts, Bannerman (1951) stated that 
large numbers of waders, particularly Knots 
Ca•s canutus, occurred on the Tejo estuary 
during the autumn- The aim of the counts that 
we summarise here was to gather some mope 
precise information about this period of the 
year. 
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Figure 1. The Tejo estuar-y, Portugal, showing 
the area counted regularly during autumn 
1981. 

Table 1. Counts of waders in part of the Tego estuary, Portugal during autumn 1981, a'nd average 
•nd maximum winter (January) counts. 

JULY AUG 51AUG/ SEPT OCT NOV DEC •lnter 
2q/51 18/19 1SEPT 15/17 28/50 15/14 26/27 24/27 10/11 aver-age •inter 

( 1•76 - 19.-O2) (maximum) 

H•em•topu$ ost•egu$ - 15 1 
Ch•d•u$ h•t•cu• 21 602 1715 
Ch•d•u$ dub•u$ - - 2 
Ch•d•u$ •[e•nd•u$ 62 •28 120 

Mu•en•u$ ph•eopu$ 
L•o$• •o$• 

T•ng• och•opu$ 

Ac•$ h•po[euco$ 

C•[•d•$ •nu• 

Ce[•d•$ e[p•ne 

10 15 18 - - - 

820 615 650 170 110 100 
...... 

200 50 60 100 100 100 

20 780 5660 8573 6560 5550 2680 5680 2100 

5 15 20 100 9 15 - - 
95 25 60 500 400 260 500 200 

5•5 26• 71 100 - 2 - - 

2550 1700 2200 2225 5020 2500 500 2550 
105 580 700 2500 2000 1680 1405 1400 

I - - - 5 5 - 1 

I - I ..... 

5185 2150 1020 750 1780 501 761 1050 
14 5 5 1 5 2 5 - 

2 I 11 i 5 - - - 

51 25 50 - 5 2 - 4 

20 - 200 550 1405 550 100 60 
- - 50 100 45 10 - - 

2020 1575 

C=•d•$ fe•ug•ne• 950 711 
Ph•[om=chu$ pugD•x - 10 
RecuYu•o•t•= •uosett= 500 1250 

H•=ntopu$ h•=ntopus •20 4 

20 50 

580 1556 
_ _ 

200 650 

4200 8900 
_ _ _ 

5 11 15 
100 500 1100 

_ _ _ 

500 •450 12 195 

550 1580 5100 

- 6 11 
- _ _ 

800 1950 2620 

- 17 66 

- 12 28 

- 20+ - 

- 250 625 

20 23 70 

800 2080 d260 6d80 15 070 20 680 18 500 25 200 3d dO0 

100 15 45* 10 ..... 
4 26 5 8 1 2 - 25 80 

720 2000 2000 1500 5850 5•95 5000 9600 17 600 
1 ........ 

* this count was probably an underestimate 



RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The numbers of waders 

The counts were carried out on spring tides and 
the area surveyed is shown in Figure 1. This 
area was chosen because it contains, at all 
times, most of the wader populations. 

Table I gives the numbers of waders counted 
during autumn and winter. Overall, numbers in 
autumn were much lower than the average winter 
numbers. This implies that the estuary may be 
relatively unimportant during the autumn, 
and/or that there is a regular flow of 
migrants, as occurs in NW Africa (Pienkowski & 
Fnight 1977, Kerster, & Smit 1985), and 
elsewhere at migration times (e.g. Moser & 
Carrier 1984). If the latter is the case, 
larger- numbers of waders will have actually 
used the area as a stop-over or, migration than 
are present at any one time. The fluctuations 
in numbers during autumn (Table 1) suggest that 
some turnover did occur. Adding up only 
increases in successive counts suggest that at 

tides the birds dispersed from the 
salt-marsh and roosted on fields and 
salines nearby. 

Disturbance. People and cattle on the 
estuary, and in the fields nearby, 
sometimes disturbed roosting birds. 

Salt extraction. Birds were disturbed from 
salines both by the work of salt 
extraction itself, and by changes in the 
water level of the brine pools making them 
too deep for use by roosting waders. 

The use of the roosts by the different species 
was also fairly irregular. There was one 
exception: the Avocet Re•u•u•os• •uose• 
always tended to roost in the water close to 
the salt-marsh. 
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least 10 000 Bar-tailed Godwits L•mos• REFERENCES 

!oppon•ca used the area in autumn and winter, 
and that the total numbers of waders passing Bannerman,D.A. 1951. B•ds of T•op•ca• West 
through was over 150 000 birds. We hope to make Af•c•, Vol. 2. 01ivier & Boyd, Edinburgh 
further studies to determine more accurately & London. 
the numbers of birds involved, and their CEMPA 1980, 1981, 1982. Cont•gens de •ues 
migration patterns. aquat•cas. CEMPA - SEA, Lisboa, Portugal. 

(Annual reports of wader and waterfowl 
There are some particular points to make about counts.) 
Table !. The early (late July) peak in the Kersten,M. and Smit,C. 1984. The Atlantic coast 
number of RedshanksT• totters was of Morocco. •n P.R. Evans, J.D. 
,mexpected: other species reached their highest Goss-Custard and W.G. Hale 
numbers later in autumn. The high numbers of Coastal Waders and W•ldfo•l •n W•ter, pp. 
Black-tailed Godwits L•mosa •mosa in early 276-292. Cambridge University Press, 
autumn were mostly the summering population, Cambridge. 
composed mainly by immatures. Both Kentish Moser,M.E. and Carrier,M. 1984. Patterns of 
Plovers Ch•r•d•s h•t•c• and Black-winged 
Stilts N•manto•s h•m•nto•us breed in the area, 
but the former also overwinters on the Tejo 
whilst the latter- leaves in early August, 
presumably to overwinter further- south. 

Roosts 

population turnover in Ringed Plovers and 
Turnstones during their spring passage 
through the Solway Firth in 1985. WS• 
B•et•n 40: 37-41. 

Pienkowski,M.W. and Knight,P.J. 1977. La 
migration post-nuptiale de limicoles sup 
la cote Atlantique du MarGe. A•auda 45: 
165-190. 

Several roost sites were used, but their use Rufino,R. 1980. L•m•col•s em Portugal. CEMPA - 
was pather unpredictable. However some factors SEA, Lisboa, Portugal. 
affecting the use of sites could be determined. 
These were: 

a} The height of the tide. Up to a certain Ru• RulinG, CEMPA, Ru• F•e Fo•que •6, 5 ø , 
level, the birds tended to concentrate in 1000 L•sbo•, Port•. 
small areas in the salt-marsh. On higher 

REQUEST FOR INFORMATION 

Colour-ringed Cormorants 

Cormorants Pha•acrocor• c•rbo 

very often form a conspicuous 
part of the fauna of 
estuaries. The birds of the 

tree-breeding subspecies 
s•nens•s which breed in NW 

Europe in the low countries 
bordering the North Sea and 
Baltic migrate outside the 
breeding season (Sept-March) 
to Mediterranean wintering 
sites. During the last few 
years much effort has been 
made to colour-ring a good 
number of birds. The birds 

have been ringed as nearly 
full-grown juveniles on their 
nests in various Danish, Dutch 
and Swedish colonies from 1977 
onwards. 

To help increase the number of sightings, we 
ask anyone visiting NW European and/or 
Mediterranean wader sites to look for these 

birds. Each marked bird has been given two 
rings, one leg bearing the colour ring, the 
other bearing the metal ring. Colours used 
include yellow, white, red, blue, green and 
black. Rings are inscribed with two letters, 
one letter and two digits, or up to three 
digits. 

Any sightings of such birds should be sent to: 

Jens G•ege•sen, M•tu•ese•u•tet Vorso, Sou{nd, 
8•00 Horsens, Den•a• or 
Mennob•t u•n Eelden, RI•P, PO Bo• 600, 8200 AP 
Le•gst•d, Methe•nds. 


